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Abstract 

A good ventilation system should reflect both safety reliable and economical reasonable. Safe and reliable mine ventilation 
system have high reliability and resilience during normal operation or in the disaster period. There is a close relationship between 
the reliability of mine ventilation network and the reliability of network branch. In order to make quantitative evaluation to the 
reliability of mine ventilation network . Based on the mine ventilation network equilibrium law, reliability theory is applied to the 
calculation of the branch of ventilation network, disjoint Boolean algebra is used to calculate the reliability of the network . This 
method has the advantages of simple operation, small calculation error etc.It will be helpful to the design, management and 
technological transformation of mine ventilation network. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of scientific committee of Beijing Institute of Technology. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of mining industry, the rationality and economy of mine ventilation system attracted the 
attention of the people.Airflow in mine ventilation network is in a certain state of equilibrium according to the air 
flow balance law[1]. But, with the development of mine production and the interference of external factors, the 
network equilibrium flow will change, the airflow stability will be affected. Mine ventilation system facing the 
following problems in reliability: (1) The concept of reliability of branch and network; (2) Reliability calculation of 
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branch and network; (3) How to take advantage of the reliability parameters to design systems with higher reliability; 
(4) The production mine how to ake advantage of  reliability theory to develop a rational management, use and 
maintenance measures to ensure the system works properly[2].  

Usually, the reliability of branch of mine ventilation network is not only refers to the degree of stability of air or 
anti interference ability, It is closely related to the following factors: (1) The transient disturbance of airflow 
movement caused by the airflow stability, the possibility of reverse air caused by the diagonal branch of ventilation  
network, the unstable operation of the ventilating fan, underground lifting transportation equipment; (2) Work 
reliability of the the conditioning facility,  the degree and scope of damage caused by the failure state; (3) The  toxic, 
suffocating , explosive gas and dust concentration, once overrun will enable local network temporarily disabled; (4) 
Air leakage conditions, the quality of air and climate conditions[3]. 

Therefore, it exists essential difference between the reliability of mine ventilation network branches and  
components of general network (such as electric power network). Reliability in elements of general networks  is 
their inherent characteristics, nothing to do with the other components and the associate nature of networks. While 
the reliability of the various branches of the mine ventilation network should not only reflect their own attribute, but 
also closely related to the attribute of the other branches and networks[4,5]. This paper intends to calculate the 
reliability of each  ventilation branch and use disjoint Boolean algebra to calculate the reliability of network under 
the conditions of branches resistance change, natural wind pressure change, fire wind pressure change and its 
random disturbance distribution density[6].  

2. The reliability of mine ventilation network 

Safety is the basic requirement in the design of mine ventilation system. It is often use the safety factor in 
engineering design as a reliable index, but it only considers the concept of certainty without the uncertainty. 
Therefore, it is necessary to establish the reliability calculation method based on the probability theory[7].  

Discussion of mine ventilation network with N branches and J nodes, It is a directed connected graph G = (E, V), 
E =N, V =J. Noting the number of G's independent loops for M, Then M=N-J+1. Noting air resistance vector as 

R=(r1, r2, , rN), airflow vector as Q=(q1, q2, , qN), Resistance (Pressure drop) vector as H=(h1, h2, , hN), fan’s 
air pressure vector as PF=(Pf1, Pf2, , PfN), natural air pressure vector as Pz=(Pz1, Pz2, , PzN), fire air pressure 
vector as PH=(Ph1, Ph2, , PhN). When the ej branch with fan, Pfj=hfj as the working pressure, when the ej branch not 
installed fan, Pfj=0; When the ej branch with  natural air pressure, Pzj=hzj, when the ej branch with no natural air 
pressure, Pzj=0; When the ej branch with fire air press, Phj=hhj, when the ej branch with no fire air press, Phj=0. 
Noting the vector P as P=(PF+Pz+Ph)=(P1, P2, , PN), where Pj is the algebraic sum of ej’s fan discharge pressure 
Pfj(Pa),  natural air pressure Pzj(Pa) and fire air press Phj(Pa). 

Definition 1. If the mine ventilation network G=(E, V), S(0)=[R(0), P(0), Q(0)]=[r1(0), r2(0), , rN(0); P1(0), 
P2(0), , PN(0); q1(0), q2(0), , qN(0)] meet G’s  resistance law, air volume balance law and air pressure 
equilibrium law, Then the network is said to be in state S(0). 

Independent circuit matrix B of Spanning tree T about G can be decomposed into B=[I, B12], At the same time, we 
get Q=[QI, QR]. Among them, QI=(q1, q2, , qM)T is chord’s air quantity vector, Qr=(qM+1, qM+2, , qN)T is branch’s 
air quantity vector, according to the air volume balance law we can obtain Q=BTQI , or 
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According to the resistance law and air pressure equilibrium law we can obtain formula (2)as follows. 
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Then formula (2) can be rewritten as 

fi(QI, R, P)=0 (i=1, 2, , M)                                                                   (4) 

According to the implicit function existence theorems, if the value of Jacobi determinant of S(0) is not zero, that 

is 0)0(
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M , Then the formula (3) has only continuous partial derivative solution in a 

particular area of S(0) as follows 

qi=Fi(R, P) (i=1, 2, , M)                                                                     (5) 
Taking the formula (4) by Taylor expansion and ignore higher order infinitesimal, we can obtain formula as 

follows  
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of ej branch;  When the air pressure is Pj(0), d (0)j j jP P P  is  the random disturbance (Pa)  of ej branch, this 

is the disturbance caused by natural air pressure, fire air pressure instability appeared and fan surge. The following 
gives the calculation formula of αij and βij (derivation omitted).  
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above formula, J1i
-1, J2i

-1, , JMi
-1 indicate the element of J-1 of position (1, i), (2, i), , (M, i). J-1 is the inverse 

matrix of Jacobi determinant corresponding matrices. 

Parameters of mine airflow fluctuate under the interference of environment, When the fluctuation range exceeds a 
certain allowable value, this phenomenon is called instability. Usually presents as strenuously bound of air volume 
or air pressure, greatly increase or decrease even reverse in some branch of the airflow[8]. We can obtain as follows 
based on above. 

Definition 2. For any branch in network called ej, If two numbers )1(j  and )2(j  is certain, ej branch 

satisfies the following formula: )2()0()1()0( jjjjj qqq , that branch of ej flow is stable, otherwise 

called as the unstable. Here, 0)2(,0)1( jj . 

Reliability refers to the probability that system, apparatus, components finished definite function under stipulated 
conditions and within the required time. There is a close relationship between the topology of the network and the 
reliability of branch. 

Definition 3. The reliability of mine ventilation network is a quantitative index, It is the probability that mine 
ventilation system, conditioning and controlling facilities, fan to ensure the completion of the task of mine 
ventilation under the production conditions of mine and within the required time. 

Definition 4. For any branch in network called ej, when the state does not have a significant impact on the entire 
network running state, that branch is the normal state, otherwise called as a failed state.  If the branch of ej airflow is 
stable, then the branch of ej is in the normal state, it is a failed state when airflow is unstable[9]. 

Assuming that the set of nodes in V of G are not invalidated in a certain period of time, obviously, any branch in 
G only has two states: normal state and failure state,  then the network G has N branches with a total of 2N state. The 
state of the network can be described by Boolean algebra. 
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Assuming that we have known that network G has T minimal path sets: S1, S2, , ST between the inlet (point) and 
the outlet , the work function of G network is formula )6( as follows 

T
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In general, these minimal path sets are not necessarily disjoint with each other, So , We should take advantage of 
normal incident "union" formula to calculate the reliability P(S) of the network G, that is  
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There is a close relationship between the reliability of mine ventilation network and the reliability of network 
branch. We can define reliability of network branch as follows: the probability of the branch in the normal state, it is 
subject to many factors random disturbance. 

3. The calculation of the degree of reliability of mine ventilation network branches 

On conditions that analysis branch’s change in resistance, pressure and the distribution of its random disturbance, 
according to the fluctuation value of qj, we can assume that d jr  and d jP  are subjected to normal distribution (If 

they are subjected to the other distribution, the following method can also be used). It is easy to see by the physical 
prototype of mine ventilation network as follows: d jr  and d jP  are 2 mutually independent random variables, we 

can obtain the distribution of qi and the density distribution of random variables by the degree of reliability of the 
normal distribution, according to the reliability theory, the degree of reliability of ei branch is formula (8) as follows 
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and O≤P(ei)≤1 (i=1, 2, …, M). 
At this point, we get the degree of reliability calculation formula of network G about spanning tree T branch on 

the chord. Due to the mine production requirements, When we regulate and control the network, we often place the 
fixed volume branches and fan branches on chord branches, airflow stability refers to the stability of the fixed 
volume branches and fan branches. Therefore, the numerical value of chord branches have significant impact on the 
reliability of the entire network. If we want to calculate the reliability of network G about spanning tree T branch on 
the tree, we only need to take formula (5) into formula (1), then the formula (I) is a linear function of d jr  and d jP , 

the following calculations is on the whole the same as the calculations of reliability of chord branches. Due to the 
above calculation is a heavy workload, therefore, this paper developed a computer program, the value of formula (8) 
can be obtained by look-up table, the value of formula (8) is directly obtained by numerical integration method in 
the program. 

Example 1. Fig. 1 is a mine ventilation network, fan is exhausting fan, type 4 -72-11 type No.20, fan speed is 

315r/min, air flow for upward. V =8, E =10. Each branch corresponds to the air resistance )( 8
2

m
sN  is 

R=(0.008, 0.0065, 0.0028, 0.007, 0.0023, 0.109, 0.237, 0.437, 0.255, 0.03), fan characteristic equation is Pf1=-
0.0869q1+2.72q1+39.7819, branch of e4, e8, e9 as the fixed air quantity duct. The air quantity distribution network 
without fire is Q(0)=(33.00, 15.58, 17.42, 10.20, 0.08, 10.28, 7.22, 5.20, 10.30, 22.70). Now analyze the airflow 
stability of each branch when fire happens. Choose a spanning tree T, as shown in Fig. 2 (solid lines), get the 
assignment as follows: 10,,2,1,1)0(,04.0)1(,0)0()1(),0(3.0)2(),0(2.0)1( juuqwqw jjjjjjjj , and 

we can get the reliability of each branch by the computer as follows: 
)62127.0,74133.0,32270.0,49252.0,30801.0,00159.0,01886.0,02490.0,04530.0,12740.0()(eP . 

From the result we can know that the most unstable branch of air flow is e5, branch e9’s air flow is the most stable. 
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About branches with fixed air volume, the e4 is the most unstable, the e9 is the most stable. 
 

 

                                        Fig. 1. The mine ventilation network (example 1).                         Fig. 2. Spanning tree. 

When the branch e7 fire, the air volume of the main branch increased, the air quantity of the lateral branch 
decreases and even reverse. About e4, e6, e8, e9 intersect with the main branch, according to the degree of 
reliable ,the air flow of e4 reverse firstly, the second is e6 , the third is e8 , this correspond with the reliability of 
branches. The result prove that it is right that judge the stability of air flow by branch’s reliability. In the network, 
although e5 does not reverse, but, its air flow stability is interfered most badly, for example, when the 

1300t , air quantity change rate of e5 is 401.40 , values of other branch’s air quantity change rate are less 
than it. In fact, airflow stability is a general term both the stability of air direction and the stability of air quantity. 

4. The calculation method of mine ventilation network reliability  

Formula (7) is the formula for calculating the reliability of the network, it is closely related with the minimal path 
set between the air inlet point and the air outlet point in the network. But due to repulsion of minimal path sets, it 
has a large number of common boundary, this makes it very difficult to calculate the network reliability. 

In order to improve the calculation method, We take advantage of disjoint Boolean algebra algorithm. Through 
this method we can  make it contains no common boundary between those minimal path sets by simplification, 
expansion, absorption and merging operation[10]. Therefore, about the path set, we can take it as incompatible 
events to compute the probability, then we can write the calculation formula of network reliability as follows 

)()()()()()()()( 121211 ppp SPSPSPSPSPSPSPSP                             (10) 

Example 2. The mine ventilation network as shown in Fig. 3, Please calculate the reliability between point v1 and 
point v8. Each branch reliability are given as follows: P(e)=(0,85, 0.90, 0.90, 0.75, 0.60, 0.76, 0.83, 0.94, 0.80, 0.76, 
0.64, 0.52). 

Fig. 3. The mine ventilation network (Example 2). 
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Step 1. Listing all the path set, Write it as S, S =8, That is to say the network G has a total of 8 path sets; 

Step 2. Boolean algebra calculation, we can use the comparison procedure and running program given by 
literature (10)and(11) ; 

Step 3. Taking the branch reliability into step 2, we can get the following results: P(S)=0.9033.  
It is important to know that the scope of what the network is working properly of the network G, The standard 

network corresponding to the G can generally be selected, that is according to the same reliability for all branches 
empowerment. This kind of network reliability upper and lower bounds can be calculated from the following 
equation 
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5. Conclusions 

The reliability of mine ventilation network is a problem in the theory of mine ventilation, a lot of questions about 
the reliability analysis require for further study. This paper calculate the reliability of each ventilation branch by the 
reliability mathematics under the conditions of branches resistance change, air pressure change, and its random 
disturbance, It also calculate the reliability of the network through the disjoint Boolean algebra algorithm, in this 
paper, the reliability theory of mine ventilation applied in the practical mine is studied, providing a new method for 
the numerical analysis of the rationality and the reliability in mine ventilation network design. It will be helpful to 
the design, management and technological transformation of mine ventilation network. 
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